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Abstract
We write the Lagrangian of the general N = 5 three-dimensional superconformal
Chern-Simons theory, based on a basic Lie superalgebra, in terms of our recently
introduced N = 5 three-algebras. These include N = 6 and N = 8 three-algebras as
special cases. When we impose an antisymmetry condition on the triple product, the
supersymmetry automatically enhances, and the N = 5 Lagrangian reduces to that of
the well known N = 6 theory, including the ABJM and ABJ models.
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1 Introduction
Following the construction by Bagger, Lambert [1–3] and Gustavsson [4] of a three-
dimensional superconformal Chern-Simons theory with maximal (N = 8) supersym-
metry, similar theories with less supersymmetry have subsequently been constructed
[5–14] (including the ABJM [5] and ABJ [10] models).
The interest in three-dimensional superconformal theories has been motivated by
the search for a world-volume theory that could describe interacting M2-branes, and
hopefully give a better understanding of M-theory. The concept of triple products has
played an important role in that search, and we believe that it will be useful also in
the future.
In this paper we focus on the Lagrangian descriptions of the (classical) N = 6 and
N = 5 theories given in [8,12] in terms of anti-Lie triple systems. We will show that if
one instead uses the N = 5 three-algebras introduced in [15], then the N = 5 theory
and the N = 6 theory can be written in exactly the same way. When we impose an
antisymmetry condition on the triple product, reducing the N = 5 three-algebra to
an N = 6 three-algebra, the supersymmetry automatically enhances, and the N = 5
theory reduces to the N = 6 theory.
Before proceeding, a few words about our terminology are in order. In this paper
we use the term triple system for any vector space with a trilinear triple product. By
equipping the triple system with an inner product, and imposing certain conditions on
the triple product and the inner product, we obtain special cases that we call three-
algebras. Among these, the N = 5 three-algebras are the most general. They include
N = 6 three-algebras, which in turn include N = 8 three-algebras. The N = 8 and
N = 6 three-algebras are the ones originally introduced by Bagger and Lambert in
their constructions of N = 8 [1–3] and N = 6 [8] theories. A similar construction
of an N = 5 theory was given in [12, 13], based on a triple system that was called a
(symplectic) ‘N = 5 three-algebra’. However, this does not agree with the definition
of an N = 5 three-algebra in [15], which we follow in this paper (up to a slight
modification, see below).
Unlike the N = 5 three-algebras in [15], the triple systems considered in [12,13,16]
do not include the N = 6 and N = 8 three-algebras as special cases. They are triple
systems of a different kind, called anti-Lie triple systems and well known by their
connection to Lie superalgebras. It was first noted in [17] that anti-Lie triple systems
are relevant for N = 5 theories, and this idea was further elaborated in [11,18].
We will see in this paper that there is no need of introducing a different kind of
triple system, one can just generalize the N = 6 three-algebra to an N = 5 three-
algebra. Our derivation of the N = 6 theory from the N = 5 theory is analogous to
the one in [12], but instead of rewriting the expressions we just keep them as they are,
and impose antisymmetry of the triple product. Thus the embedding of the N = 6
theory becomes manifest.
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we define the triple systems that
we use, three-algebras and anti-Lie triple systems, and explain their connection to Lie
superalgebras. In section 3 we present our result, the N = 5 three-algebra formulation
of the N = 5 Lagrangian. We then show in section 4 how this result can be obtained
from the formulation in [12], based on anti-Lie triple systems. In section 5 we impose
the antisymmetry condition, and show that our result then automatically becomes the
well known N = 6 three-algebra formulation of the N = 6 Lagrangian. We end with
a conclusion in section 6.
2 Triple systems
For a comprehensive review of triple systems (and other n-ary algebras), see [19].
2.1 Three-algebras
An N = 5 three-algebra is a triple system V with a trilinear triple product
V × V × V → V, (x, y, z) 7→ (xyz) (2.1)
and an inner product, a symmetric bilinear form
V × V → C, (x, y) 7→ 〈x|y〉, (2.2)
that satisfies the fundamental identity
(uv(xyz))− (xy(uvz)) = ((uvx)yz)− (x(vuy)z), (2.3)
the ‘generalized antisymmetry condition’
Kxy(Kuv(z)) = (Kxy(v)uz) + (Kxy(u)vz), (2.4)
where Kxy(z) = (xzy) + (yzx), and invariance of the inner product,
〈w|(xyz)〉 = 〈y|(zwx)〉 = 〈(wzy)|x〉 = 〈(yxw)|z〉. (2.5)
By imposing further conditions one obtains N = 6 and N = 8 three-algebras. An
N = 6 three-algebra is an N = 5 three-algebra with Kxy = 0 for any pair (x, y). This
means that the triple product is antisymmetric under permutation of the first and the
third argument,
(xzy) = −(yzx), (2.6)
so that (2.4) is trivially satisfied in an N = 6 three-algebra. An N = 8 three-
algebra is an N = 6 three-algebra where the triple product is also antisymmetric under
permutation of the first and the second argument, and thus totally antisymmetric.
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It is worth mentioning that if we remove the minus sign in (2.6) and impose this
symmetry condition on the triple product, then we obtain a Jordan triple system
instead. Replacing it with a generalization corresponding to (2.4) gives a Kantor
triple system, and removing it gives a generalized Jordan triple system. It was first
noted in [20] that an N = 6 three-algebra in fact is a generalized Jordan triple system.
The difference in the definitions here compared to those in [15,21] is that the triple
product and inner product in an N = 5 or N = 6 three-algebra are now supposed
to be linear in each of the arguments, instead of antilinear in some of them, and the
inner product is supposed to be symmetric. This simpler setting is enough, at least
for the purposes in this paper. If needed, anti-linearity can always be restored by the
insertion of a conjugation in the triple product and the inner product, as explained
in [21]. A difference compared to [8, 12, 13] is the order of the arguments in the triple
product, which follows [15,20,21]. We will see the reason for this soon.
2.2 Anti-Lie triple systems
An anti-Lie triple system is a triple system V with a trilinear triple product
V × V × V → V, (x, y, z) 7→ [xyz] (2.7)
that satisfies another ‘fundamental identity’,
[uv[xyz]]− [xy[uvz]] = [[uvx]yz] + [x[uvy]z], (2.8)
the symmetry condition
[xyz] = [yxz] (2.9)
and the cyclicity condition
[xyz] + [yzx] + [zxy] = 0. (2.10)
The anti-Lie triple systems in [12,13,18] furthermore have an invariant antisymmetric
bilinear form, and the quaternionic anti-Lie triple systems in [18] also have a quater-
nionic structure.
2.3 Connection to 5-graded Lie superalgebras
The odd subspace of any Lie superalgebra is an anti-Lie triple system with the triple
product
[xyz] = [{x, y}, z], (2.11)
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and conversely, any anti-Lie triple system gives rise to an associated Lie superalgebra
[16]. We consider here anti-Lie triple systems such that the associated Lie superalgebra
is a basic Lie superalgebra, that is, one of A(m,n), B(m,n), C(n+ 1), D(m,n), F (4),
G(3), D(2, 1;α) in the classification by Kac [22]. These are the ones that appear in [13],
and in [18] they were shown to be in one-to-one correspondence with simple positive-
definite quaternionic anti-Lie triple systems. As noted in [16] there is an additional
class of simple Lie superalgebras with a non-degenerate bilinear form, denoted H(2k),
for k ≥ 3. Although the corresponding anti-Lie triple system satisfies the requirements
in [12, 13], it seems difficult to make sense of a theory based on such a triple system.
The even subalgebra of H(2k) (which would be the gauge algebra) is not semi-simple,
and the adjoint representation on the odd subspace (in which the matter fields would
transform) is not fully reducible.
In [21] (type I) and [15] (type II) we explicitly studied each of the basic Lie su-
peralgebras in the context of N = 6 and N = 5 three-algebras. Here we keep the
discussion very general but it is intended to be applied to the special cases considered
in [15,21].
Let G be a basic Lie superalgebra. Then it has a 5-grading, which means that it can
be written as a direct sum of subspaces Gk for all integers k such that [[Gi,Gj]] ⊂ Gi+j,
and Gk = 0 for |k| ≥ 3. We will also allow for the possibility that G−2 = G2 = 0, which
means that we consider 3-graded Lie superalgebras as special cases of 5-graded ones.
The even and odd parts consist of those subspaces Gk = 0 for which k is even and odd,
respectively,
G(0) = G−2 + G0 + G2, G(1) = G−1 + G1. (2.12)
In a basic Lie superalgebra we can furthermore define a non-degenerate inner
product Ω (a consistent and supersymmetric invariant bilinear form [23]) such that
Ω(Gi,Gj) = 0 unless i + j = 0. We will henceforth write Ω(x, y) = (x|y). Let Ta be a
basis of G(1) and split the indices a into α, α˙, so that Tα and Tα˙ are bases of G1 and G−1
respectively. Then Ωab = Ω(Ta, Tb) is zero unless one index is dotted an one undotted
when we decompose the latin indices into greek ones. Note that Ωab is antisymmetric,
Ωab = −Ωba.
We use Ωab and its inverse Ω
ab (defined by ΩacΩcb = δ
a
b) to raise and lower indices
from the left. Thus we can replace dotted indices downstairs with undotted indices
upstairs, and write the basis of G−1 as Tα.
The inner product Ω induces an automorphism τ on G given on G(1) by
τ(Tα) = Tα, τ(Tα) = −Tα. (2.13)
It is then given by G(0) by the homomorphism property τ([[x, y]]) = [[τ(x), τ(y)]]. This
automorphism satisfies τ 2(x) = (−1)px if x ∈ G(p), like the graded superconjugation
in [21]. However, in accordance with our new convention for the triple product we let
it be linear instead of antilinear.
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Using the automorphism τ we can define a triple product on G−1 by
(xyz) = [{x, τ(y)}, z], (2.14)
and it is straightforward to check that G−1 is an N = 5 three-algebra with this triple
product, and with the inner product
〈x|y〉 = −(x|τ(y)). (2.15)
Furthermore, it follows from the Jacobi superidentity that this triple product is anti-
symmetric in the first and third argument (so that the N = 5 three-algebra becomes
an N = 6 three-algebra) if and only if G±2 = 0.
When we reformulate the N = 5 theory we start with the anti-Lie triple system
used in the original formulation, go to the associated Lie superalgebra (which we
assume to be basic), and then from the Lie superalgebra to the N = 5 three-algebra
by (2.14). To this end, we introduce structure constants for the anti-Lie triple system,
fabcd = −([TaTbTc]|Td) = −([{Ta, Tb}, Tc]|Td), (2.16)
[TaTbTc] = [{Ta, Tb}, Tc] = fabcdTd (2.17)
and write the identities (2.8)–(2.10) in component form,
fabf
gfcde
f − fcdf gfabef = fabcfffdeg + fabdffcfeg, (2.18)
fabcd = fbacd, fabcd + fbcad + fcabd = 0. (2.19)
In addition, we have the identity
fabcd = fcdab (2.20)
from the invariance of the inner product in the Lie superalgebra.
It follows from the 5-grading that when we split the latin indices into greek ones
only the structure constants with two dotted and two undotted indices survive. Fur-
thermore, we can fix the position of the two dotted indices to the first and the third
by using (2.19)–(2.20),
fα˙βδγ˙ = fβα˙γ˙δ = fβα˙δγ˙ = fα˙βγ˙δ,
fγδα˙β˙ = fα˙β˙γδ = −fα˙γβ˙δ − fβ˙γα˙δ. (2.21)
Finally, we can raise the dotted indices using Ω and remove the dots,
fαβ
γ
δ = Ω
αα˙Ωγγ˙fα˙βγ˙δ. (2.22)
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Then we end up with the structure constants of the N = 5 three-algebra G−1, defined
by (2.14). Indeed,
fαβ
γ
δ = −
(
[TαTβT
γ]
∣∣Tδ) = −([{Tα, Tβ}, T γ]∣∣Tδ)
= −([{Tα, τ(T β)}, T γ]∣∣τ(T δ)) = −〈(TαT βT γ)∣∣T δ〉, (2.23)
〈Tα|T β〉 = −(Tα|τ(T β)) = −(Tα|Tβ)
= −Ωββ˙(Tα|T β˙) = −Ωββ˙Ωαβ˙ = δαβ. (2.24)
This explains why we write the structure constants for a three-algebra with indices
alternating upstairs and downstairs, and in a different order compared to [8,12,13]. It
was pointed out already in [20] that it is natural to place the indices in this way.
3 The N = 5 theory
We denote the matter fields by ZAa,ΨAa in the N = 5 theory, and by ZAα, ψAα in
the N = 6 theory. The indices A,B, . . . refer to the R-symmetry, which is Sp(4)
in the N = 5 theory and SU(4) in the N = 6 theory. In both cases they take the
values 1, 2, 3, 4. We will always raise and lower the R-symmetry indices with the Sp(4)
invariant tensor ω and its inverse, for example
ZAa = ωABZBa, ZAa = ωABZBa, ωACωCB = δAB, (3.1)
although ω is not invariant under SU(4).
When we go from the N = 5 theory to the N = 6 theory we will see that all
occurrences of ω either disappear due to the antisymmetry condition on the triple
product, or combine into the SU(4) invariant tensor , according to the conventions
εABCD = −ωABωCD + ωACωBD − ωADωBC ,
εABCD = −ωABωCD + ωACωBD − ωADωBC . (3.2)
Replacing A,B,C in the latter equation with E,F,G, and contracting the two equa-
tions we get the identity [7]
6δA[Eδ
B
F δ
C
G] = −3δA[EωBCωFG] − 3δB [EωCAωFG] − 3δC [EωABωFG], (3.3)
which we will use later.
We consider the matter fields ZAa and ΨAa in the N = 5 theory as components of
elements ZA = ZAaTa and ΨA = ΨAaTa in an anti-Lie triple system, which is the odd
subspace G(1) of a basic Lie superalgebra. Then ZA and ΨA give rise to elements ZA
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and ψA in an N = 5 three-algebra, which is the subspace G−1. The relation between
the elements in the anti-Lie triple system and the N = 5 three-algebra is given by
ZAα = ZAα, ΨAα = ψAα,
ZAα = Z¯Aα, ΨAα = −ψAα. (3.4)
In the N = 6 theory Z¯Aα is the complex conjugate of ZAa, and ψAα is the complex
conjugate of ψAα,
Z¯A
α = (ZAa)
∗, (ψAα) = (ψAα)∗. (3.5)
Therefore the relations (3.4) imply the reality conditions
(ZAa)∗ = ZAa, ΨAa = −(ΨAa)∗. (3.6)
The minus sign here does not agree with the constraints in [12], but its importance
was stressed in [13], so we believe that it is correct.
Beside the matter fields, the N = 5 theory also contains a Chern-Simons gauge
field Aµab which is symmetric in the upper indices. We consider it as the components
of an element Aµ of G(0), the even subalgebra of the Lie superalgebra G, which is
generated by the basis elements Ta of the odd subspace,
Aµ = Aµab{Ta, Tb}. (3.7)
In other words, G(0) (which is an ordinary Lie algebra) is the gauge algebra of the
theory. If G is 5-graded with G±2 6= 0, then G(0) is 3-graded, as can be seen in (2.12).
When we split the latin indices in (3.7) into greek ones, we get one term for each of the
three subspaces (but one of them comes with a factor of two, due to the symmetry),
Aµ = Aµαβ{Tα, Tβ}+ 2Aµαβ˙{Tα, Tβ˙}+Aµα˙β˙{Tα˙, Tβ˙}
= Aµαβ{Tα, Tβ} − 2Aµαβ{Tα, T β}+Aµαβ{Tα, T β}
= 1
2
Aµ
αβ{Tα, Tβ} − Aµαβ{Tα, T β}+ 12Aµαβ{Tα, T β}, (3.8)
where we in the last step have set
Aµ
αβ = 2Aµαβ, Aµαβ = 2Aµαβ, Aµαβ = 2Aµαβ, (3.9)
which implies that also Aµ
αβ and Aµαβ are symmetric in the two indices.
In addition to the Chern-Simons term, the gauge field also appears in the covariant
derivative,
DµZAd = ∂µZAd −AµabfabdcZAc,
DµZAd = ∂µZAd +AµabfabcdZAc. (3.10)
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These equations imply
DµZ
A
δ = ∂µZ
A
δ + Aµ
α
βf
β
α
γ
δZ
A
γ − ωABAµαβfαδβγZ¯Bγ,
DµZ¯A
δ = ∂µZ¯A
δ + Aµ
α
βf
β
α
δ
γZ¯A
γ + ωABAµ
αβfγα
δ
βZ
B
γ. (3.11)
Note that, unlike theN = 6 theory, a gauge transformation can take ZA to Z¯B and vice
versa. The elements in the gauge algebra that are responsible for such transformations
belong to G±2. When G is 3-graded, (3.11) reduces to the definition of the covariant
derivative in the N = 6 theory,
DµZ
A
δ = ∂µZ
A
δ + Aµ
α
βf
β
α
γ
δZ
A
γ ≡ ∂µZAδ − A˜µγδZAγ,
DµZ¯A
δ = ∂µZ¯A
δ + Aµ
α
βf
β
α
δ
γZ¯A
γ ≡ ∂µZ¯Aδ − A˜µδγZ¯Aγ. (3.12)
We are now ready to write the two Lagrangians that we want to unify. We write
them in the notation that we have introduced above, with greek indices for three-
algebras and latin indices for anti-Lie triple systems, but otherwise as they were given
in [12].
Each of the Lagrangians consists of kinetic terms for the matter fields, a Yukawa
coupling, a Chern-Simons term and the potential. We write this as
L = Lkin + LY + LCS + Lpot. (3.13)
Then the N = 5 Lagrangian is
Lkin = −12DµZAaDµZAa + 12iΨ¯AaDµγµΨAa,
LY = −12iωABωCDωdefabce(ZAaZBcΨ¯CbΨDd − 2ZAaZDcΨ¯CbΨBd),
LCS = 12εµνρ(ωdefabceAµab∂νAρcd + 23ωfhfabcgfgdehAµabAνcdAρef ),
Lpot = − 160(2fabcgfgdf e − 9fcdagfgfbe + 2fabdgfgcf e)ZAfZAaZBbZBcZCdZCe, (3.14)
where fabc
d are the structure constants of an anti-Lie triple system, and the N = 6
Lagrangian is
Lkin = −DµZ¯AαDµZAα − iψ¯AαγµDµψAα,
LY = −ifαγβδψ¯AδψAαZBβZ¯Bγ + 2ifαγβδψ¯AδψBαZBβZ¯Aγ
− i
2
εABCDf
α
γ
β
δψ¯
AγψBδZCαZ
D
β − i2εABCDfγαδβψ¯AγψBδZ¯CαZ¯Dβ,
LCS = 12εµνρ(fαγβδAµγβ∂νAρδα + 23fαδγηf ηϕεβAµβαAνδγAρϕε),
Lpot = −23(fαγβδf εϕδη − 12f εγβδfαϕδη)Z¯AγZAεZ¯BϕZBαZ¯CηZCβ, (3.15)
where fαβ
γ
δ are the structure constants of an N = 6 three-algebra. Our claim is now
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that (3.14) and (3.15) can be unified into the single Lagrangian
Lkin = −DµZ¯AαDµZAα − iψ¯AαγµDµψAα,
LY = ifαβγδ(−ZAαZ¯Aβψ¯BγψBδ − 2ZAαZ¯Bβψ¯AγψBδ)
+ i
2
fαβ
γ
δZ
A
αψ¯
CβZBγψ
Dδ(ωABωCD − 2ωADωCB)
+ i
2
fαβ
γ
δZ¯B
δψ¯CαZ¯A
βψDγ(ω
ABωCD − 2ωADωCB)
+ 2ifαβ
γ
δψ¯C (αZ¯B
βZAγ)ψ
Dδ(δBAδ
C
D − 2ωADωCB),
LCS = 12εµνρ(fαβγδAµαβ∂νAργδ + fαβγηf ηδεϕAµαβAνγδAρεϕ
− fαγβδAµαβ∂νAργδ
− (fαγβηf ηεδϕ + 2f δγβηf ηεαϕ)AµαβAνγδAρεϕ)
Lpot = fαβγηf δεηϕ(−ωABωDEZAαZ¯DβZCγZ¯EεZBδZ¯Cϕ
− ωABωDEZAαZ¯DβZBγZ¯CεZCδZ¯Eϕ − ZAαZ¯AβZCγZ¯BεZBδZ¯Cϕ), (3.16)
where fαβ
γ
δ are the structure constants of an N = 5 three-algebra. In the following
two sections we will prove this claim.
4 Derivation from anti-Lie triple systems
In this section we show that (3.16) can be derived from (3.14). The general strategy is
to split the latin indices into dotted and undotted greek ones, and then remove the dots
with Ω, as explained in section 2.3. Alternatively, we can go from the anti-Lie triple
system to the N = 5 three-algebra, via the associated Lie superalgebra, by writing out
the triple products and inner products, without using indices. As we will see in section
4.4, this is particularly convenient for the potential, where there are many indices to
keep track of. But we start with the much simpler kinetic terms.
4.1 The kinetic terms
When we replace the latin indices with greek ones in the kinetic terms, we pick up a
factor of 2 because of the antisymmetry of Ω. For the fermions we furthermore pick
up a minus sign since we have to raise and lower the contracted greek index before
inserting (3.4). Thus when we take the kinetic terms Lkin in (3.14) we have
−1
2
DµZAaDµZAa = −12ΩabDµZAaDµZAb = −Ωαβ˙DµZAαDµZAβ˙
= −DµZAαDµZAα = −DµZAαDµZ¯Aα, (4.1)
i
2
Ψ¯AaDµγ
µΨA
a = iΨ¯AαDµγ
µΨA
α = −iΨ¯AαDµγµΨAα = −iψ¯AαDµγµψAα, (4.2)
and we end up with the kinetic terms Lkin in (3.16).
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4.2 The Yukawa coupling
We decompose the Yukawa coupling in (3.14) into two terms, LY = LY1 +LY2, where
LY1 = − i2ωABωCDfabcdZAaZBcΨ¯CbΨDd,
LY2 = iωABωCDfabcdZAaZDcΨ¯CbΨBd. (4.3)
The first term can be written
LY1 = − i2ωABωCD(fα˙βγ˙δZAα˙ZBγ˙Ψ¯CβΨDδ+fαβ˙γδ˙ZAαZBγΨ¯Cβ˙ΨDδ˙
+2fα˙βγδ˙ZAα˙ZBγΨ¯CβΨDδ˙+2fα˙β˙γδZAα˙ZBγΨ¯Cβ˙ΨDδ)
= − i
2
ωABωCDfαβ
γ
δ(ZAαZBγΨ¯CβΨDδ+ZAβZBδΨ¯CαΨDγ
−2ZAαZBβΨ¯CγΨDδ−2ZAγZBβΨ¯CαΨDδ
+2ZAαZBδΨ¯CβΨDγ)
= − i
2
ωABωCDfαβ
γ
δ(ZAαZBγΨ¯CβΨDδ+ZAβZBδΨ¯CαΨDγ
−2ZAαZBβΨ¯CγΨDδ−4ZAγZBβΨ¯CαΨDδ), (4.4)
where we in the second step we have replaced dotted indices downstairs with undotted
upstairs (and vice versa), and used (2.19). In the last step we have used (2.20), and
the antisymmetry of ωCD. For the second term we get likewise
LY2 = iωABωCDfαβγδ(−ZAαZDβΨ¯CγΨBδ −ZAβZDγΨ¯CδΨBα
−ZAγZDβΨ¯CαΨBδ −ZAβZDαΨ¯CδΨBγ
+ ZAαZDδΨ¯CβΨBγ + ZAβZDγΨ¯CαΨBδ
+ ZAαZDγΨ¯CβΨBδ + ZAβZDδΨ¯CαΨBγ)
= iωABωCDfαβ
γ
δ(− 2ZAαZDβΨ¯CγΨBδ
− 2ZAγZDβΨ¯CαΨBδ
+ 2ZAαZDδΨ¯CβΨBγ
+ ZAαZDγΨ¯CβΨBδ + ZAβZDδΨ¯CαΨBγ), (4.5)
and the two terms add up to
LY = ifαβγδ(ZAαZBβΨ¯CγΨDδ + Ψ¯CαZBβZAγΨDδ
− 1
2
ZAαΨ¯CβZBγΨDδ − 12Ψ¯CαZAβΨDγZBδ
− Ψ¯CαZAβZBγΨDδ)(ωABωCD − 2ωADωCB). (4.6)
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Inserting (3.4) this becomes
LY = ifαβγδ(−ZAαZ¯Aβψ¯BγψBδ − 2ZAαZ¯Bβψ¯AγψBδ)
+ i
2
fαβ
γ
δZ
A
αψ¯
CβZBγψ
Dδ(ωABωCD − 2ωADωCB)
+ i
2
fαβ
γ
δZ¯B
δψ¯CαZ¯A
βψDγ(ω
ABωCD − 2ωADωCB)
+ 2ifαβ
γ
δψ¯C (αZ¯B
βZAγ)ψ
Dδ(δBAδ
C
D − 2ωADωCB), (4.7)
which is again what we have in (3.16).
4.3 The Chern-Simons term
We proceed to the Chern-Simons term,
LCS = 12εµνρ(ωdefabceAµab∂νAρcd + 23ωfhfabcgfgdehAµabAνcdAρef ). (4.8)
Up to a total derivative we have
fabcdA[µab∂νAρ]cd = 2fα˙β˙γδA[µα˙β˙∂νAρ]γδ + 4fα˙βγ˙δA[µα˙β∂νAρ]γ˙δ
= −4fα˙γβ˙δA[µα˙β˙∂νAρ]γδ + 4fα˙βγ˙δA[µα˙β∂νAρ]γ˙δ
= −4fαγβδA[µ|αβ∂|νAρ]γδ + 4fαβγδA[µ|αβ∂νAρ]γδ (4.9)
for the first half of the Chern-Simons term, and
fabc
hfhdefA[µabAνcdAρ]ef = 2fα˙β˙γ η˙fη˙δ˙εϕA[µα˙β˙Aνγδ˙Aρ]εϕ
+ 8fαβγ˙
ηfηδ˙ε˙ϕA[µαβAν γ˙δ˙Aρ]ε˙ϕ
+ 8fα˙βγ˙
η˙fη˙δε˙ϕA[µα˙βAν γ˙δAρ]ε˙ϕ
= −8fαγβηf ηεδϕA[µ|αβA|ν|γδA|ρ]εϕ
− 16f ηαγβf δηεϕA[µαβAν|γδA|ρ]ϕε
+ 8fαβ
γ
ηf
η
δ
ε
ϕA[µ|αβA|ν|γδA|ρ]εϕ (4.10)
for the second. Inserting (3.9) this gives
LCS = 12εµνρ(ωdefabceAµab∂νAρcd + 23ωfhfabcgfgdehAµabAνcdAρef )
= 1
2
εµνρ(−fαγβδAµαβ∂νAργδ + fαβγδAµαβ∂νAργδ
− (fαγβηf ηεδϕ + 2f δγβηf ηεαϕ)AµαβAνγδAρεϕ
+ fαβ
γ
ηf
η
δ
ε
ϕAµα
βAνγ
δAρε
ϕ), (4.11)
so also this part of the Lagrangian (3.14) agrees with (3.16). The only remaining part
is now the potential.
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4.4 The potential
In (3.14) the N = 5 potential is (following [12]) written as a sum of three terms,
Lpot = V1 + V2 + V3, where
V1 = − 130fabcgfgdf eZAfZAaZBbZBcZCdZCe,
V2 =
3
20
fcda
gfgfb
eZAfZAaZBbZBcZCdZCe,
V3 = − 130fabdgfgcf eZAfZAaZBbZBcZCdZCe. (4.12)
Instead of splitting the latin indices into dotted and undotted greek ones, it can be
instructive to write each term in the Lie superalgebra language. Using the invariance
the first term can be written
V1 = − 130fabcgfgdf eZAfZAaZBbZBcZCdZCe
= − 1
30
([{
[{ZA,ZB},ZB],ZC
}
,ZA
]∣∣ZC)
= − 1
30
(
[{ZA,ZB},ZB]
∣∣[ZC , {ZA,ZC}]), (4.13)
and in the same way
V2 =
3
20
(
[{ZB,ZC},ZA]
∣∣[ZA, {ZB,ZC}]),
V3 = − 130
(
[{ZA,ZB},ZC ]
∣∣[ZB, {ZA,ZC}]). (4.14)
We can then go from the Lie superalgebra language to the N = 5 three-algebra
language by writing
ZA = ZAaTa = ZAαTα + ZAα˙Tα˙ = ZAαTα −ZAαTα = τ(Z¯A)− ZA, (4.15)
and then using the definition (2.14). To get simpler expressions, we introduce the
following shorthand notation,
IABC = 〈(ZAZ¯BZC)|(Z¯AZBZ¯C)〉, ICBA = 〈(ZAZ¯BZC)|(Z¯CZBZ¯A)〉,
IBCA = 〈(ZAZ¯BZC)|(Z¯BZCZ¯A)〉, IACB = 〈(ZAZ¯BZC)|(Z¯AZCZ¯B)〉,
ICAB = 〈(ZAZ¯BZC)|(Z¯CZAZ¯B)〉, IBAC = 〈(ZAZ¯BZC)|(Z¯BZAZ¯C)〉,
ILL = 〈(ZCZ¯AZA)|(Z¯CZBZ¯B)〉, IRL = 〈(ZAZ¯AZC)|(Z¯CZBZ¯B)〉,
ILC = 〈(ZCZ¯AZA)|(Z¯BZCZ¯B)〉, IRC = 〈(ZAZ¯AZC)|(Z¯BZCZ¯B)〉,
ILR = 〈(ZCZ¯AZA)|(Z¯BZBZ¯C)〉, IRR = 〈(ZAZ¯AZC)|(Z¯BZBZ¯C)〉,
ICL = 〈(ZAZ¯CZA)|(Z¯CZBZ¯B)〉,
ICC = 〈(ZAZ¯CZA)|(Z¯BZCZ¯B)〉,
ICR = 〈(ZAZ¯CZA)|(Z¯BZBZ¯C)〉. (4.16)
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In component form we have for example
IRR = −fαβγηf δεηϕZAαZ¯AβZCγZ¯BεZBδZ¯Cϕ. (4.17)
Taking the complex conjugate we get
IBCA
∗ = 〈(ZAZ¯BZC)|(Z¯BZCZ¯A)〉∗ = 〈(Z¯AZBZ¯C)|(ZBZ¯CZA)〉
= 〈(ZBZ¯CZA)|(Z¯AZBZ¯C)〉 = 〈(ZAZ¯BZC)|(Z¯CZAZ¯B)〉 = ICAB, (4.18)
and in the same way ILC
∗ = ICL, whereas each of the other expressions in (4.16) is its
own conjugate.
By contracting the identities defining an N = 5 three-algebra with six scalars,
where the three-algebra indices and R-symmetries are combined in differents ways,
we get a number of non-trivial identities relating the expressions (4.16) to each other.
From (2.3) we get
ICC − IACB − ILC + ICAB = 0, IRC = ICR,
ICC − IACB − ICL + IBCA = 0, IRL = ILR. (4.19)
and from (2.4) follow another two identities,
IRC = ILC + 2IBAC + IACB + 2IBCA + ICAB,
IRR = ILR + IABC + ICBA. (4.20)
Finally we also get an identity from (3.3) contracted with, for example,
〈(ZEZ¯FZG)|(Z¯AZBZ¯C)〉. (4.21)
This identity involves all the 15 expressions and reads
6I[ABC] = ILL − ICL + IRL − ILC + ICC − IRC + ILR − ICR + IRR. (4.22)
The potential should be real, so we are interested in linear combinations that are real.
Therefore we write J for the real part of I, for example
JABC = IABC , JBCA =
1
2
(IBCA + IBCA
∗) =
1
2
(IBCA + ICAB). (4.23)
Since IBCA
∗ = ICAB and ILC∗ = ICL, we have
JBCA = JCAB, JLC = JCL. (4.24)
The identities (4.19), (4.20) and (4.22) of course hold also with I replaced by J every-
where. Together with (4.24) they give
JCC = −2JBAC − 4JCAB + JCR,
JLR = JRL = JABC − JCBA + JRR,
JLC = JCL = −JACB − 2JBAC − 3JCAB + JCR,
JLL = 3JABC − 3JACB − 3JBAC + JCBA + 3JCR − 3JRR. (4.25)
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We can now write the potential as a linear combination of the terms on the right
hand side of (4.25). Since this calculation is quite tedious, and since we have already
demonstrated the general method for the other parts of the Lagrangian, we just present
the result for the three terms (4.12) of the potential,
V1 = − 230(−22JBAC − 16JCAB − 16JACB + 8JCBA + 16JABC + 15JCR − 15JRR),
V2 =
3
10
(2JBAC − 4JCAB − 4JACB + 2JCBA + 4JABC),
V3 = − 230(JBAC − 2JCAB − 2JACB + JCBA + 2JABC), (4.26)
and we see that two of them are in fact linearly dependent, V2 = −9V3. Adding up
the three terms we get the potential
Lpot = V1 + V2 + V3 = 2JBAC − JCR + JRR = 2IBAC − ICR + IRR, (4.27)
where we have used that IBAC , ICR and IRR are real, so that they coincide with JBAC ,
JCR and JRR. Reinserting (4.16) we finally obtain
Lpot = 2IBAC − ICR + IRR
= 2〈(ZAZ¯BZC)|(Z¯BZAZ¯C)〉
− 〈(ZAZ¯CZA)|(Z¯BZBZ¯C)〉+ 〈(ZAZ¯AZC)|(Z¯BZBZ¯C)〉
= fαβ
γ
ηf
δ
ε
η
ϕ(−ωABωDEZAαZ¯DβZCγZ¯EεZBδZ¯Cϕ
− ωABωDEZAαZ¯DβZBγZ¯CεZCδZ¯Eϕ − ZAαZ¯AβZCγZ¯BεZBδZ¯Cϕ), (4.28)
and we have thus arrived at the expression for the potential in (3.16).
5 From N = 5 to N = 6
In the preceding section we started with the N = 5 Lagrangian (3.14) and showed
that it leads to our new Lagrangian (3.16) when we go from anti-Lie triple systems
to N = 5 three-algebras. In this section we will instead start with (3.16) and show
that it reduces to the N = 6 Lagrangian (3.15) when we impose the antisymmetry
condition on the triple product, so that the N = 5 three-algebra reduces to an N = 6
three-algebra.
Again we start with the kinetic terms Lkin. They have already the same form in
(3.16) as in (3.15), so we only have to show that the covariant derivative in (3.16)
reduces to the one in (3.15) when we impose the antisymmetry condition. But this we
already did when we defined the covariant derivatives in (3.11) and (3.12), so we can
conclude that the kinetic terms agree.
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We proceed to the Yukawa coupling, which in (3.16) has the form
LY = ifαβγδ(−ZAαZ¯Aβψ¯BγψBδ − 2ZAαZ¯Bβψ¯AγψBδ)
+ i
2
fαβ
γ
δZ
A
αψ¯
CβZBγψ
Dδ(ωABωCD − 2ωADωCB)
+ i
2
fαβ
γ
δZ¯B
δψ¯CαZ¯A
βψDγ(ω
ABωCD − 2ωADωCB)
+ 2ifαβ
γ
δψ¯C (αZ¯B
βZAγ)ψ
Dδ(δBAδ
C
D − 2ωADωCB). (5.1)
When we impose the antisymmetry condition on the triple product the last line van-
ishes, and we can rewrite the preceding two lines,
LY = ifαβγδ(−ZAαZ¯Aβψ¯BγψBδ − 2ZAαZ¯Bβψ¯AγψBδ)
+ i
2
fαγ
β
δψ¯
AγψBδZCαZ
D
β(ωABωCD − ωADωCB + ωBDωCA)
+ i
2
fγα
δ
βψ¯AγψBδZ¯C
αZ¯D
β(ωABωCD − ωADωCB + ωBDωCA). (5.2)
Using the identities (3.2) we then get
LY = −ifαγβδψ¯AδψAαZBβZ¯Bγ + 2ifαγβδψ¯AδψBαZBβZ¯Aγ
− i
2
εABCDf
α
γ
β
δψ¯
AγψBδZCαZ
D
β − i2εABCDfγαδβψ¯AγψBδZ¯CαZ¯Dβ, (5.3)
which agrees with the N = 6 Lagrangian (3.15).
The Chern-Simons term in (3.16) has the form
LCS = 12εµνρ(fαβγδAµαβ∂νAργδ + fαβγηf ηδεϕAµαβAνγδAρεϕ
− fαγβδAµαβ∂νAργδ
− (fαγβηf ηεδϕ + 2f δγβηf ηεαϕ)AµαβAνγδAρεϕ). (5.4)
Except for the Chern-Simons term for the N = 6 gauge field Aµαβ, which we want
to keep, (5.4) also contains terms involving the additional gauge fields Aµαβ and Aµ
αβ
corresponding to the G±2 subspaces in the Lie superalgebra. But as in the covariant
derivatives, these fields are always contracted with the structure constants fαβ
γ
δ of
the N = 5 three-algebra. When the triple product is antisymmetric in the first and
third arguments, these structure constants are antisymmetric in the upper and lower
indices (separately). Since Aµαβ and Aµ
αβ on the other hand are symmetric in their
three-algebra indices, all terms where they appear vanish. Thus only the first line of
(5.4) survives,
LCS = 12εµνρ(fαβγδAµαβ∂νAργδ + fαβγηf ηδεϕAµαβAνγδAρεϕ) (5.5)
which is the Chern-Simons term in (3.15).
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The potential in (3.16) can be written in many different ways, using the identities
(4.24)–(4.25). To see what happens when we impose the antisymmetry condition on
the triple product it is useful to write it as
Lpot = 2IBAC − ICR + IRR
= 2
3
IABC − 13ILL − 13IRL + 13IRR − 12(ILC − IRC)− 32(IBCA + IACB). (5.6)
The reason for this is that the antisymmetry condition implies the additional identities
IABC = −ICBA, IBCA = −IACB, ICAB = −IBAC ,
ILC = IRC , ILL = IRL = IRR = ILR, (5.7)
since the left and right of the triple product are treated equally in an N = 6 three-
algebra. Then the N = 6 potential becomes
Lpot = 23IABC − 13IRR
= fαβ
γ
ηf
δ
ε
η
ϕ(−23ZAαZ¯BβZCγZ¯AεZBδZ¯Cϕ + 13ZAαZ¯AβZCγZ¯BεZBδZ¯Cϕ), (5.8)
which (after some straightforward massage) agrees with (3.15).
6 Conclusion
We have in this paper shown that the N = 5 Lagrangian (3.14) and the N = 6
Lagrangian (3.15) can be unified into (3.16) if we instead of an anti-Lie triple system
use the corresponding N = 5 three-algebra. The N = 6 Lagrangian then appears as a
special case when the triple product is supposed to satisfy an additional antisymmetry
condition. We have restricted ourselves to the Lagrangians of the theories, but it
should be possible to rewrite also the supersymmetry and gauge transformations and
the equations of motion in the same manner. For the gauge transformations this
suggests an exciting possibility in the connection to the associated Lie superalgebra.
So far we have only used the Lie superalgebra as a device for keeping track of the
contents of the theory – the gauge and matter fields nicely subsume themselves into the
even and odd subspaces, respectively, and thus we can use mathematical results about
Lie superalgebras to classify theories of this type. But maybe the Lie superalgebra
associated to the N = 5 three-algebra can somehow also be realized (non-linearly) as
a symmetry, like the superconformal algebra of the theory. Then the gauge symmetry
would be a part of a bigger symmetry in more or less the same sense as Lorentz
invariance is a part of conformal symmetry. In order to investigate this possibility, one
could try to modify the non-linear realization of the (ordinary) Lie algebra associated
to a Kantor triple system in [24].
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